The authors have developed a passive-switching oil damper for seismic isolated structures that can control the displacement response of isolation layer within design limit under extreme earthquake events while maintains the acceleration response of superstructure in acceptable level in major and moderate earthquake events. The fundamental performance characteristics of the damper are experimentally tested. Then, the earthquake responses of a seismically isolated building model with the damper installed are simulated. The simulated results show that, with the aid of the damper, the building model would reduce the acceleration responses both to major and moderate quakes, and the isolation layer would not exhibit such displacement responses to extremely large quakes as to exceed the clearance gap. In addition, the rotation resulting from unbalanced switching of the dampers installed in opposite ends of the building is assessed. The rotational responses are confirmed to be in small level.
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【カテゴリーⅡ】
日本建築学会構造系論文集 第80巻 第713号， 1023-1032， 2015年7月 J. Struct. Constr. Eng., AIJ, Vol. 80 No. 713, 1023 -1032 , Jul., 2015 The authors have developed a passive-switching oil damper for seismic isolated structures that can control the displacement response of isolation layer within design limit under extreme earthquake events while maintains the acceleration response of superstructure in acceptable level in major and moderate quakes. The developed damper has two levels of damping coefficients. The damping coefficient is passively controlled so that it is set to a lower value, but is switched mechanically to a higher value when the isolation layer displacement exceeds a certain level.
The fundamental performance characteristics of the damper are experimentally tested. Then, the earthquake responses of a seismically isolated building model with the damper installed are simulated.
The test results show that the damper is switched to a higher value accurately when the displacement of the damper exceeds a certain level, and the delay time of damping force switched is very little, within 0.2 seconds in any velocities from 10cm/s to 100cm/s.
The simulated results show that, with the aid of the damper, the building model would reduce the acceleration responses both to major and moderate quakes, and the isolation layer would not exhibit such displacement responses to extremely large quakes as to exceed the clearance gap. In addition, the rotation resulting from unbalanced switching of the dampers installed in opposite ends of the building is assessed. The rotational responses are confirmed to be in small level. 
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